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ABSTRACT
The Internet services and different applications become vital part of
every person’s life. Web services and applications have smoothened
the way of users for the faster data access. To meet the user’s
requirements for faster data retrieval, the web applications have
moved towards multi-tier design where in the back-end server
contains the data base and application interface or web server acts as
the front end. The wide-spread use of web services has made them a
target of attackers. Web Gate Keeper provides Intrusion Prevention
Systems at both the ends (web server and database server). The
prevention logic of our system works on session tracking and control.
Through these Web Gate Keeper provides a secure environment for
the application. Web Gate Keeper provides security for multi-tier
web applications. Previously, IPSs were developed for Web servers
and database servers separately. This scenario leads to the need of a
system that prevents both of these simultaneously. The project aims
at developing a system to provide complete security from external
intruder.

Key words: external Intruder, Intrusion Prevention, IPSs, Multi-tier
Systems, session tracking.

1.

personal & corporate data which is very important information. For
attacking attacker needs the data access so they move their concentration
from front end to back end, because all the vial information is stored at
the back end on server.
Intrusion detection systems have been widely used to detect the attacks
which are known by matching misused traffic patterns or signatures to
protect the multi tiered web services. The IDS have the power to detect
the misuse of the network by tracking the abnormal behavior of the
network. Attackers send all the different abnormal network can detected
by the IDS database & web. This will not allow the attacker to enter into
the server. But if attacker uses the normal traffic to attack the web server
it can not be detected by the IDS.
There are two types of network IDS:
1. Anomaly detection
2. Misuse detection
In this IDS alert is generated when it detects the attack. IDS mainly
focuses on the analyzing the audited data which is encountered this can
be done to avoid the wrong detection. In this environment IDS work very
dynamically & decides whether these actions are useful in this
environment or not.

INTROUCTION

From last some years these internet services & web applications become
very popular among the users. Because of the popularity of all these
services & applications comes with the some problems. So because of
this our day to day needs such as banking, shopping & networking
become are done only depends on web only. The services which user
going to use it its work on two ends front end & back end, on front end
because of the user interface user can make use of it & at the back end all
the data which user is going to use are going to stored in the data server.
The target of the attack is focuses on the data server because all the
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There are following three measures to evaluate efficiency of Intrusion
Detection System:
1. Accuracy – Inaccuracy occurs when an IDS signals that an abnormal
action is taken in the
given environment.
2. Performance – The performance of the system describes the quality of
that system. If the performance of IDS is poor then real time detection is
not possible.

SQL injection vulnerabilities allow attackers to insert SQL commands as
a part of user input. When an SQL query is constructed dynamically with
maliciously-devised user input containing SQL keywords, attackers can
gain access or modify critical information such as a credit card number in
a database without proper authorization. For example, Figure 6 shows a
sample program in Java using JDBC that uses a SQL query to
authenticate a user via id and password. The query is dynamically created
via the program statement in bold. In the query in Figure, id and
password are obtained

3. Completeness – When IDS fails to detect an attack then
incompleteness occurs. This is very difficult to evaluate because it is
impossible to have a global knowledge about all the attacks
To detect the attacks in multi-tier web services Double Security System
is used. In this double security system front end work as a HTTP & back
end work as a file or SQL for network transactions, creating normality
model of isolated user sessions we are going to use it in this system.
This Double Security System uses lightweight virtualization techniques
which help to assign user the specific user‟s web sessions to a dedicated
container which provides an isolating virtual environment. So this
system will take the every request with the specific container ID. So
Double Security System will do the mapping of the accurate profile into
proper and accurate account by making use of web server & database
traffic.
Open VZ is used for implementing the Web Gate Keeper container
architecture. This container based architecture along with casual
mapping also provides an isolation which helps in safeguarding the
session hijacking attacks of the users. The lightweight virtualization
helps in running innumerous copies of the web server instances in
different containers. Hence, everyone is differentiated from the rest.
Each client is assigned a dedicated container so that even when the
attacker attacks the session, it is limited to that session only and doesn‟t
damage the other user session.

1.1 INTRODUCTION TO MULTI-TIER WEB APPLICATION

Injection attack can be done as follow -

So here application query can be formed as below –
SELECT user info FROM users WHERE id = „1‟ OR „1‟ = „1‟ AND
password = „1‟ OR „1‟ = „1‟;
And unauthenticated user will get the access to the system.
SQL state as below=

In this three tier model at the database server its very hard to find which
transaction request is send by which user its because of no
communication separation between web server & database server. That
is shown in following fig. 1.2

2. CROSS SCRIPTING ATTACK

1.2 TYPES OF ATTACKS

Cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities allow attackers to insert
malicious scripts as a part of user input and the script is executed at other
user‟s browser due to the lack of input validation. We provide a simple
example of attacks exploiting XSS vulnerabilities. Consider a search
engine that returns the search results including the same query given by a
user. If the user input includes a script and the returned result page does
not encode the script into HTML code, the script in the returned result
page will be executed.

1. INJECTION ATTACK
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4. HIJACK FUTURE SESSION ATTACK
This class of attacks is mainly aimed at the web server side. An Attacker
usually takes over the web server and therefore hijacks all subsequent
legitimate user sessions to launch attacks which are shown in Figure 3.
For instance, by hijacking other user sessions, the attacker can eavesdrop,
send spoofed replies, and/or drop user requests. A session-hijacking
attack can be further categorized as a Spoofing/Man-in-the Middle
attack, Denial-of-Service/Packet Drop attack, or a Replay attack.

By adding java script into the inputs fields and submitting the content wil
cause the cross script attack in the submition page.

5. DIRECT DB ATTACK
It is possible for an attacker to bypass the web server or firewalls and
connect directly to the database which is shown in Figure 5. An attacker
could also have already taken over the web server and be submitting such
queries from the web server without sending web requests. Without
matched web requests for such queries, a web server IDS could detect
neither. Furthermore, if these DB queries were within the set of allowed
queries, then the database IDS it would not detect it either. However, this
type of attack can be caught with our approach since we cannot match
any web requests with these queries.

3. PRIVILEGE ESCALATION ATTACK
Let‟s assume that the website serves both regular users and
administrators. For a regular user, the web request Ru will trigger the set
of SQL queries Qu, for an administrator, the request Ra will trigger the
set of admin level queries Qa as shown in Figure 2. Now suppose that an
attacker logs into the web server as a normal user, upgrades his/her
privileges, and triggers admin queries so as to obtain an administrator
data. This attack can never be detected by either the web server IDS or
the database IDS since both Ru and Qa are legitimate requests and
queries. Our approach can detect this type of attack since the DB query
Qa does not match the request Ru, according to our mapping model.

Above query can be fired to DB server residing on the same machine
where application server resides.

By changing the URL of the application this attack can easily done on
any system which is not taking care of handling such scenarios.
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This application can be developed using the Apache Tomcat web server
with My SQL Database. As both are open source and minimize the
project implementation cost.

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

3.

SYSTEM DESIGN AND WORKING

This Web Gate Keeper is designed in such way no user will have direct
access to database server as well as application server on which web
application is hosted. First all request which will be processed from
Server 1s Servlet Filter, it will take care of session validation and
session tracking. Then control goes to dispatcher Servlet which will
take care of dispatching request appropriate service. Database server
will be accessible only to Server 2 and Server 3 where actual web
application is hosted. This helps to prevent different types of attacks on
web servers & web applications.
All request will be processed from Server1‟s Servlet Filter, It will take
care of Session validation and session tracking. Then control goes to
Dispatcher Servlet which will take care of dispatching request to
appropriate service. Database server will be accessible only to server 2
and server 3 where actual web application is hosted. A web application
with use cases having more than one user and n privileges will be
implemented to demonstrate above implementation.
Web gatekeeper protects the web application by registering application
with the web based system which ask user about the application details,
privileges used in the application, and user roles.
User roles will get mapped with the privileges. So to handle this scenario
one system needs to be implemented with below database model.

Web Gate Keeper can prevent :


Privileged Escalation Attack-

The scenario where the user logs in and then upgrades his privilege so
that neither the application IPS not the database IPS detect the anomaly


Hijack Future Session Attack-

An attacker usually takes over the web server and therefore hijacks all
subsequent legitimate user sessions to launch attacks which includes
Spooﬁng/Man-in-the-Middle attack, an Exﬁltration Attack, a Denial-of
Service/Packet Drop attack, or a Replay attack


Injection Attack-

Attackers can use existing vulnerabilities in the web server logic to inject
the data or string content that contains the exploits and then use the web
server to relay these exploits to attack the back-end database.


Direct DB Attack-

It is possible for an attacker to bypass the web server or ﬁrewalls and
connect directly to the database.
Each request will be processed through the mapped URL servlet. Request
Processor Servlet will be responsible to scan each request, verify it for all
possible attacks. In case of attack, it will notify it to the user and admin
of the application through email. If no attack found then it will create a
new request which will be passed to the actual application for the further
processing.
Session tracking will be done using the entry page and exit page of the
application. User enters to the application without coming from the entry
page will be prohibited to enter into the application and redirected to the
application error page.

3.1 Hardware
We will be using 3 workstations with the control logic residing on one of
them. These workstations will form a network that will be connected
with the help of a router.

SOFTWARE
Different web servers are required for speed up the different services.
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Therefore an application dependent database server & a separate web
server is needed to perform the control logic of the system.
7. REFERENCES
WORKING
when the user want to log into the web application and he put wrong
password into that then that respective session retires and user allowed to
try it again.
MVC is popular as it isolates the application logic from the user
interface layer and supports separation of concerns. Here the Controller
receives all requests for the application and then works with the Model to
prepare any data needed by the View. The View then uses the data
prepared by the Controller to generate a presentable response.
When a user want to access of a database query, the Web Gate Keeper
system look out a special rights of user and then through entitlement
service it provides service to the respected user. With the help of
entitlement service the upgrading of special rights of the user is
prevented. After this also if such an activity is taking place the session is
immediately expires and intrusion details are saved in log _le for future
reference.

4. PERFORMANCE
Because of the use of 2 different servers we are using in our Web Gate
Keeper it will help to speed up the system. Therefore server on which
Application resides is a separate one from the server where IDPS resides;
hence it won‟t affect the speed of the application. The control logic in
the host controller selects the web server to satisfy the web requests.
Hence selection of a web server with minimal pending requests can be
made and hence processing of the system speeds up.

5. SECURITY
In our System, we are storing the vital information about the application
(for which the system will work) in encrypted and secure format. Also
the admin details will be safely stored. And as the system itself works
for the security this information will not be easily accessible according
to our architecture.
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We presented an Intrusion Detection System that builds models of
normal behavior for multi-tier web applications from both front-end web
(HTTP) requests and back-end database (SQL) queries. We have shown
that such correlation of input streams provides a better characterization of
the system for anomaly detection because the intrusion sensor has a more
precise normality model that detects a wider range of threats.
Furthermore, we quantified the detection accuracy of our approach when
we attempted to model static and dynamic web requests with the backend file system and database queries. It is an application independent
system and hence dynamic web server which provides better security for
data and web application.
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